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FLOOD WATERS OF CANADIAN RIVER SWEEP ALL

HAPPENINGS IN CITY

El Reno, Ok., May

Mrs. James P. Boggs was quite
J. W. Pitman was a San Jon
caller Wednesday.
sick, with tonsilitis, on Saturday.
Mrs. G. S. Hyso was very sick
Monday afternoon and night.

II. L. Winnnns was transacting
business at this office Wednesday.
H.

M. Haukins was a San Jon

C. O. Armstrong and family
visited Sunday, at the J, A, Atkins home.

caller Thursday.
Messrs Whittle and Snapp, were
trading in San Jon, Thursday.

J. A. Atkins traded a driving

horse, to Ant Martin Tuesday of
J. G. Ellis went to Tucumcari this
week, Girls take notice.
Wednesday evening and relumed
Rev. Morton and wife and FranFriday morning.
cis White were Sunday dinner
Mrs. Chas. Wooten called on '
guests, at the Simington home.
Mrs. J. T. White Monday after;
Mr and Mrs. A. R. Hurt and
noon.
.
Mr. Pearson visited with Mr. and
t
Mr. ana iv.rs. r tr . marucn
Sjmington Suaday aftemoon
Sunday evening passengers 10 1 uRobert Home and son Tom 0
cumcari.returning Tuesdiy morn- Bard passed through San Jon
Wednesday.
Otto II. Christy, C. E Christy
Dr. Boggs was called, Monday,
and J. V. McCain were transacting
to attend Mrs, J. F, Reynolds who
business at this ofhee Tuesday.
has been sick the past lew days.
.

-

'

1

On account of the absence t B
Mrs. Maud Anderson and three
to
unable.
he
was
Q. Massegee,
children spent Sunday at the Chas.
inrnish us with a contributipn, 'lor Wooten home.
"
this issue.
yr. J. P. Boggs was setting
J, T. M.oore, of Cameron, nrae:
,fl
po,eS(
n Wednesday evening irom xounK(t0
connect up wilh the Prairie DeU
County Texas, to spend some tune, inf;wbich js comlleled t0 San
'
on his claim.
.
on.
j

,

','

Mack. Ilorne, of Bard, made
C. L. ..6wen expects to build
Hometwo more rooms on his house, tin proof on his additional
D.
Mr.
of
,
this
town.
stead
at
the north part
office, Monday.
entry,
I G . W. Ashbrook and E. D. Reed
V. Rodgers is the contractor,
were his witnesses.
' A party of automobolists from

Tucumcari," passed through' San
'
NOTICE TO THE
Jon on Wednesday for Amarilla,
who
PUBLIC
to meet a parly Irom the East
are routed this way over the re-I have leased the SAN ION
centlv located auto route through HOTEL and
opened the same to
this place.
the public.
'
"" '
Mrs. J. P. Boggs; Proprietress.
!

j
i

HEREFORD BULLS FOR
SALE

Mr. and Mrs. McCain were in
of
Bank
San Jon, Monday und made
a
Inquire at First National
'
Tucumcari.
pleasant vtsit a' this office. They
informed us that they expected to
leave, on tne ssventn, tor points
Rev. and Mrs. Morton entertancd in Oklaeoma, to visit. We wish
the Young Peopes Missionary so- them a pleasant trip.
Every
ciety Thursday evening.
C. L. Owen this week installed
one reports a good time.
several class show cases in his
W. P. Dnnn and son W. C. store which greatly adds to the ap- were in San Jon, Monday, and re- i'caiaiiv,c u 11113 u w iu uaic itiji taiJ- port Rood rains in that section last ,eCo,Si Store WQm and.ljetter
week and wheat looking ine. Mr.
dispavs tneir EOodSj
Dunn and sons have in 300 acres
Mrs. Nellie Bennett and children
of wheat. W. C. Dunn entered!
went to Tucumcari Thursday eve-,- ,.
160 acres ot land while here.
ning to visit a few days v. ith her
(daughter Mrs. 11. B. Horn, and
PERCHERON STALLION: with Duboise Bennett who arrived
c .. from Schenectady N. Y. yesterday.
1 no
grey rercneion jidn
aappie
.
.
. nn
t
i
"ri
1 ne
weigqi 1730
neay,y rains 01 iasi ween
ion, UtUKbti,
washed out bridges on the main
pounds will make the seasqn at
line of the Rock Island and also
Wayne's Livery Stable, Tucum- on the rortworth Worth and
New Mexico.
Rnnjc whirh ranH thpm rn
run their passenger and freight
trains over the Tucumcari, and
Tom Martin and son Emery of Memphis, Road, through here for
Waco Texas came in this morning. the last week. The Rock Island
Mr. Martin came in to bring his has not been adle to run trains in
son, who expects to make bis home or out of Kansas City, over their
with his grandparents, Mr. and own road, since the washout, up
Mr. Martin to Thursday, of this week.
Mrs. G. S. Hyso.
'
expects to return to Waco Saturday
to resume his duties as mctorman
Beware of Ointments for
on the street car lines at that place. Catarrh that Contain Mercury
,

j

j

j
i

1

1

I
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Den-car- i,

SALE BROS. STUDIO

Best equipped studio in this part
Kodak finishing a speciality. 'Mail us your
films. Prompt service. Eastern
prices.
New Mexico.
Tucumcari,
of the Southwest.

as mercury will surely destroy the sensq
of smell and completely durnnKe th
wholo system when entering; It through
the mucous surfaces. Buch articles should
nver bo UHed except on prescriptions
from reputable physicians, as the damage,
they will do Is ten fold to the good you
ran possibly derive from them. Hull's
Catarrh Curo, manufactured by l' J.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains no
mercury, nnd is taken Internally, at'tltm
directly upon the blood snd mucous surfaces of the system. In buying Hall's
Catarrh Cure be sure you Ret the genu-ItTt Is taken Internally and made In
Toledo, Ohio, by l' J, Cheney & Co.
free,
Sold by liniKglsts. Price 7"c per bottle.
Tsk Hall's Family rills for constipation

3

today a wall of water 12 feet high
swept along the bed of the South
Canadian River, carrying out the
bridge at Bridgeport, the wagon
bridge at Tetlda, the Frisco bridge
at Mustang, and the south approach to the 1 1, 000,000 Rock
Island bridge at Union City. No
trains are running south or west
of El Reno. A big rise is reported to be coming down the North
Canadian River to reach here

4

STAPLE & FANCY GROCERIES

Royal XXX flour every

sack Guaranteed
Coal, always on hand

y

'

about Tuesday.

NUMBER'

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Mr. and Mrs. G. S. Hyso received the sad news, Monday morning, of the death of their daughter
Mrs. Ethel Martin of Waco, Texas
who departed this life Sunday,
at 8:30 P. M. May 3, 1914. She
was born in Pickett County, Tennessee, November 10, 1884, and
came to Texas when she was
eight years old. In 1905 she
moved with her pareuts to New
Mexico, where she took a Homestead, two miles west of here.
She, was married to J. T. Martin,
June 9, I98. Sheleaves a father,
mother, husband, two children,
to
and
sister
a brother
mourn her loss. Her brother Em-orwas by her bedside through
her sickness and death.
She was a member of the Church
of Christ. Her parents received
several cards of sympathy from
the Brothers and Sifters of the
Church of Christ in Waco, also
from the motormens wives. She
was loved best by those who knew
ber best, and she has many relatives and friends left behind.
She was willing and ready to die.
The cause of her death was Peri-

At noon

(JVSHIWr.STATF"
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MRS. J. T. MARTIN DEAD.

BEFORE THEM.

AND VALLEY.

8,

AT,

LOCALS FROM BARD

H. Clay atd J. B. Adams went
to the breaks Wednesday snd returned Thursday afternoon with a
load of wood.

1
'

The sand storm was checked
Wednesday evening by a hail
The
Bterm,' and some rain.
tonitis.
wa
to
rain
sand
apfrom
change
Aslepp in Jesus! tar from thee
preciated.
Ihy kindred and tneir graves
may be;
Miss Hattie Wiley visited Mrsi
But theine is still a blessed sleep,
II. L. Bovles Wednesday evenig.
From which none ever wakes
to weep
M
ft AQmoanrl KflGO 'P.Ilpn
.
.
,
l uneral services were condudted
fvaams spent me oav
vvcuc,uy,,by Minister Mansfield of the
with Mrs. Flynt,
Church of Christ. Interment was
made in the Greenwood Cemetery
Mr. and Mrs. Clinesniith and at Waco.
daughter went to Tucumcari Thurs
The Sentinel joines their many
day.
friends in extending sympathy 10
The Bard school closed Friday the bereaved ones.
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FEED AND WAGON YARD IN CONNECTION.
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Creahery Co.

Liberal'Share ef your Patronage Solicited.
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THE GREAT RAIN
evening; alter a six montn term.
The evening was spent in, recita(By E. W. Morton)
tions. 6ptllipg and eating candy.
Ever
good
gift and etfery perfect
On account of the' rainy weather,
is
from
and conietli
above,
gift
'
but fiew visitors attended the txer- dawn from the Father of
ClifS.
Lights, with whom is no
j

iffiV.

q;qim;;ui(?:

.

T

j

T.

McDaniel, Agent
San Jon, New Uex.
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neither
variableness,
shadow of turning.

Quite a fewyoun folks attended
"May Bee" social Friday night
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. B.

THE

.(as. 1:17

Let us not forget the giver of

the rain. We are apt to think that
God has but little to do with the
J. O. Van Orsdol, J, B. and H.
sending ot the rain, that is a natClay Adams worked Saturday on ural
arrangment over which He
the telephone line.
has no control.
But, if we beMr. and Mrs. A. A. Clinesmith lieve His word, not simply our exand little daughter returned Friday planation of' His word, then we
from Tucumcari.
They report must accept the text as a truth and
in
trouble
some
crossing th other passages that set forth God
having
in
Revuelto
creek, hav-- j as the Giver and maker of all
high water
ing lo&t two suit cases containing things good.
The rain may not have suited us
530. worth of goods.
all alike. We may not be ready
Will Crozier, Clarence Johnson
it was cold and
Mies T.illip: for ir, and perhaps
Mice ImKi, Inhnertn
chilled cattle. Still it will help us
Parish and Mrs. Lpsie NicKIas,
to keep in our minds the fact that
went to lucumcan ftaturday re
even, if it was not as we would
turning on Sunday. They report have ordered
it, still lets be thank- the roads as being very muddy in
ful for it, and be assured of thej
New Mexico.
other great fact: "That all things
The farmers all wear a broad will work together for good to
them that love God, to them that
smile since the rain.
called according to His pur-- !
are
Mr. Earl Frost went to Endee
Dewees.

Townsite

Company

J

j

pose".

Saturday, after feed.

F.P.Wiley was

in

BirJ

Mon

day.
Mr. Hershal Johnson and fami-y- ,
of Mansfield Louisiana, came in
Saturday night to visit with Mr.

Johnson's parents near Bard.
Clarence Johnson and Miss Lil-i- e
Parish were married Saturday
evening at the court house in Tu
cumcari, and gave their friends a
surprise, who expected them to be
married on Sunday evening. We
wish them a happy
journey
through life.
Mrs. J. B. Adams and Miss
Adams were in Bard Monday
afternoon.
El-e- n

An old fashioned chevari was
Dulled off Monday night at the
Johnson home, All the old tin
pans and buckets that' had been
cast off, were gathered up and put
in use to help make a noise. Sev

eral shots were hred irom guns
mat;,,,, hAco f a nprvirtm nntnrp
think war had opened up in the
Batd settlement. After the noise.

nil

OFFERS A SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY
INVESTMENT.

SAN ION, the Most Beautifully Located Town, and in the
Finest Valley in Eastern Quay County, New Mexico, is Located About the Center of the Valley,

trading point of the valleyi

question His
Providence, but accept and person- all v return unto Him thanks and!
HERMAN
loving service for the rain.
Because you did not see the
God of the universe order this
J. T.
rain and see Him cause it to be
brought about, is no evidence that
He has not sent it just the same
Many of the great works for men
men are directed by
and
Do you
men that you never see.
believe in them? God is more
near and more powerful, .but more
unseen.
Ingratitude is the greatest sin.
Do not commit this blunder again
Notary
with reference to tain, but return
Sentinel
unto God thanks for this "good
building.
and perfect eift'
subsided the young folks enjoyed
playing song games untill about
10:30 when they wished the "Newly Weds" a long and happy life,
and departed for home.
J. B. Arnett and wife, Martin
Arnett and wife, and Miss Lee Ar- nett spent the day .Tuesday, with
a.'
their mother, Mrs. I. M. Arnett.
Do not

in

j

Write for prices, terms and
:
descriptive literature to

GERHARDT, mgr.. Tucumcal, Jf. Jf.
-C-

(HE

''May B.e'
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WHITE, Local Agt.7 San Jon, N. M.

ELK HOTEL
Public

STEAM taiiAT AND BATH
CLEAN COMFORTABLE PLACK-COMUS.
and
Rates 50 & "5 cts. Rooms by wck or

month

San Jon,

;

New Mex Tucumcari

San JX)n

,'..

and is the principal

i. ix Lawtady.
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for anything, for once
it is lost it is hard to

Guard it

regain.

i

i

carefully and at the
first sign of distress
in the Stomach, Liver
or Bowels, resort to

fid'STfCrj
OHV

C? CZEr

tANO FARM SHOULD SUP.
PORT tOMI LIVE STOCK.

COO
b ta LTcrt

If

Parmr Can Secure InUm ee Mara

af

Rawfli Oraatng Uinda ami Put
It Under Fmi Praalam la
Vary Greatly Simplified;
(By PROF. THOMAS SHAW.)

MAKES A WHOLESOME

C?SJT

SWEET

Shy ef Signs.
The proprietor of the genu furnishquick-luncing emporium nlwsys ate In the
the
but
door,
establishment neit
owner of the latter had a grievance.
"I put out many signs," complained
be. "I advtrtlse lamb stew, beef hash,
roast gtblets. I watch you many times.
Always you take something else."
"I guess that's so."
"Why Is this?"
"Well. I figure It this way,"
the haberdasher. "Whenever
I hang out a sign, It's for something I
want to get rid of."

h

?
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tENTlNEL

JON. NEW MEXICO,

Ada.

AAAawSlJ

to fcfcj rJt's
to Eii, ti4

drtk Until

Thai AaoafJUa
Are Satisfied.

Tn

Thj

SaccMsjs.
Myra, Ky. Mrs. Sarah nranham, of
this town, given out the following
statement for publication: "I ass $7
years of age, and suffered untold agony
with womanly troubles for 11 years.
For 7 yean, I waa all run down, and
waa told that I could not live. My
husband spent everything ha had, but
I got only temporary relief.
A merchant recommended Carduv
tha woman's tonic, to my husband.
and be got me 6 bottles at one time.
I began taking it, and before the first
bottle was gone, I began to feel better.
I took all of the 6 bottles, and I am
today aa sound and well as any
woman, and fat and hearty."
Such testimony as the above, which
la given unsolicited, speaks for itself.
Can't you see, lady reader, that you
are doing yourself, your family, your
friends, aa injustice by not, at least,
trying Cardui, If you suffer from any
of the many ailments so common to
women T
Cardui la composed of pure, harm
less, vegetable ingredients, which act
In a gentle, natural way on the weakened womanly organs, helping build
them back to permanent strength and
health.
Cardui has helped thousands of other women. Why not you?
Ask your druggist He knows about
Cardui.

One cup figs, one cup raisins, one
cup dates, one cup prunes, two cups
nutmeats.
Wash figs and raisins, wash and
stone dates and prunes. Add nutmeats.
Put all through the food chopper. A
small amount of citron, candled lemon
or orange peel may be added If de
sired. The mass may be easily kneadaU
after grinding and formed into a loaf.
This fruit loaf may be used in many
Largest English Csthsdrsl.
ways. A quantity may be worked Into
The largest cathedral in England Is
a roll about two laches thick. It caa that of York, the area of which Is
be aliced in thin slices and used as a 63,800 square feet, St. Paul's being the
dessert, or it can be spread very thinly second largest, with an area of 59,700
between slices of graham or brown square feet.
bread, and makes a delicious sandwich.
The smile of a hypocrite is very simSome of it can be made into little ilar to the laugh of a hyena or the
balls,' rolled In powdered sugar and tears of a crocodile.
eaten as candy. The little balls can
be ornamented with glaced cherries,
nuts or pieces of candled pineapple.
Some balls may be dipped in chocolate 'and others In plain or colored
fondant, which has been melted In a
double boiler. Children can eat plentifully of this sweet and never have bad
a
effects. This is a natural sweet, and
not only wholesome for the children,
ItiO
but for the adults as well

to

r

The Idea cherished by many Is that
the dry land farm can not be made to
produce profitably anything bat grata.
That view Is not correct. It will yet
Mr. Robert H. Norrls, No, lttt Ren
r;
la many Instances be made to produce
ry St., North Berkeley, Cal., writes
"We have never had any other medW
more or less of live stock along with
cine but Peruna In our home since we
the grain. The live stock will certain-l- y
have been married. I suffered with
Include poultry and poultry products
kidney and bladder trouble, but two
and swine. For the production of these
months treatment with Peruna made
me a well and strong man. My wife
the conditions are quite favorable, and
felt weak and was easily tired and
the ssme may be said of mutton. This
was also troubled with various pains,
farm may also produce dairy and beef
but since she took Peruna, aha la wall
It Imps entire system
and strong."
products, but for the production of the
normal and promotts
former it is not so well adapted, owing
to the greater difficulty of obtaining
btalth and strength.
succulent food than is found in humid
areas.
If the dry land farm Is located In
contiguity to rough grazing lands, and
It the fanner can obtain a section or
Million a Night for Fun.
more of these and can put the same
A million dollars a night That's
under fence, the problem of producing
what a proprietor of a Broadway hotel beef is
For Infants and Children.
very greatly simplified. This
la New York figures that the natives rough land
will provide the grazing
and visitors spend for revel and pleas and the arable land will
la"the
are. It sounds fanciful, true. But other food wanted. The furnish
Is
thus
farmer
TRY THIS PARCHED POPCORN
here's how he spends the million: In a
position to grow a considerable
Dinners, $125,000; suppers and wine, amount of wheat or flax, or
both, for
Different From the Ordinary Method
I1J5,000; theaters, $175,000; taxlcabs,
and to grow In addition fodders
sale,
K
XLCOHOL-- 3
1M,000; hotels, $175,000; cafes, Sowand Will Be Found Really
per cent
and grain such as the snimals may
ars and other incidentals, $300,000. need in winter and also to
AWftable Preparation for AsWorth While.
them
N. a Wrm bk Ladlea' ArMenr TVn, Oiarra.
put
"If there Isn't a million spent in the into condition for the market
similating meFoodandRetfula- when noosa Medicine Co., Chattanooga. Term., (or
the Stomachs and Bowels of
Parched Popcorn You will find this
Broadway district in a night," he this may be necessary. Should the 5ecWnaVacfkMi, and M-- pan DooK, Homa Treat-a- t
ling
I5n
mcot tor women.
la plain wrapper, so not only delicious, but
lira
adds, "what is left wouldn't enable a calves come In the autumn,
different
quite
Adv.
could
P.:
they
nun to have a steam yacht and a be made
from the ordinary popcorn.
ready for the market with
In
Place
an
ar
as
e
a
over
iron
country home."
m
A Change.
frying pan
but one season's grazing, as will now
Promotes Digesh'on.Cheerful- "Did Caesar's disposition change gentle heat a cupful of popcorn Just
be shown.
nessand Kest contains neither
Many things would go without say.
This could be done whether the cows much during his life?" asked the pro- removed from the ear; stir constantly
'
Opium.Morphine not; Mineral
with A fork so as to keep the grains
lag if people had wisdom enough to suckled their own calves or whether fessor.
15!
Not
let them.
"Well," answered the bluffing stu- moving. Be careful that the fire Is
they were milked by hand. The first
not
too
as
corn
the
then
hot,
might
winter both would be kept on the farm dent, "he bad a lot more Gaul when
Apr sou DrSAMvutrram
become scorched. Continue to parch
The sentimental youth who Is
and the cows would receive a liberal he died."
the corn in this manner until the
amount of food. If the calves were
la love comes to life again.
JMtibSmt- igrains are puffed up and are almost
Natural.
given milk during the milk period
Belle Is that girl's hair naturally round, besides being colored a delithey would require supplemental meal
cate brown. Put the corn Into a large
ItirmJ- -d
and fodder In addition. They would curly?
,1
You then be ready for going onto pasture
Nell Yes, natural result of the bowl and pour a generous quantity of
0
WaSyw Xmvp
Backache it ooe of Nature's warnings
melted butter over It, stirring It sc
In the spring after they had been curling Iron.
oc sraney weakness. Kidney disease
A
eventhat the butter coats the grains
perfect Remedy for Constipa
weaned. Both cows and calves would
mum inoutanas every year.
tion
, Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,
Then
corn
soon
as
as
ly.
the
salt
it
on
authen
until
the
go
pasture
early
KIDNEYS CLOG UP FROM
Don't neglect a bad back. If your back
Worms .Convulsions .Feveri
Is buttered, so that the salt may cling
tumn. The calves would then be
is lame if it hurts to stoop or lift if
EATING TOO MUCH MEAT to It,
and LOSS OF SLEEPthere is irregularity of the secretions-susp- ect
brought In and pushed along for the
libmarket
headsuffer
If
them
a
by feeding
your kidneys.
spring
you
fac Simile Signature ef
acnes, aisttnesi and sre tired, nervous
eral allowance of grain and suitable Take Tablespoonful of 8alts If Back
Home-Mad- e
Sideboard.
sad worn-ou- t,
Hurts or Bladder BothersMeat
you have further proof.
fodders. They would then reach the
sideHere is a way of making a
" Use Doan's Kidney-Pillsa fine rem
Forms Urlo Acid.
market at 18 months and should sell
board from an old washstand. Take
edy tor Dad backs and weak kidneys.
The Centaur Company,
for a relatively high price.
out rail from top, then measure the
All OKLAHOMA CASE
We are a nation of meat eaters and two
NEW YORK.
But
conshould
4
it
be
to
necessary
upright pieces and get two turned
Jena T. Joan, ilt
fine the cows to the farm, the problem our blood Is filled with uric acid, says the same length and four
a Plae St.
Paula
H
three
pieces
ew-- ij
mwriav
valley. Okla., eaye:
authority, who warns us Inches shorter.
is not so easy. The difficulty is in a
two
shelves
Have
"I waa confined to
II
to be constantly on guard against kidbe far Saya with
finding grazing, because of the shortmade with grooves three Inches from
I
kidney trouble.
ney trouble.
of
the
rainfall.
3f
age
so these can be used to stand
back,
had terrible ealne
Guaranteed under the Foodaij
U
The
kidneys do their utmost to free up pretty
threaah my back
The area called for of native pasture
fasfinished
When
plates.
aa sot
and
blood
the
of
this
but
acid,
Irritating
to maintain one beast in the summer
Exact Copy of Wrapper.
ten cleats on the Inside of first upeahaaeted. Tha Scoveaa eirr.
ter praacribad for
season is quite too large to make such become weak from the overwork; rights so that when shelf Is fitted It
ma.
but nothing
get sluggish; the ellmlnative tishelaed ma. I had al- will come even with the top of pieces.
grazing profitable on the arable farm. they
sues clog and thus the waste is remoat alvea up hop
Alert Perception Needed.
Practical Application.
where
of
Is
the
However,
land
Screw the shorter pieces onto the first
part
wtiee
a friend
In
entained
to
blood
the
"You say that a man who occupies
poison the
summer fallowed the volunteer grain
"Pearls mean tears."
brought ma a box of
on cleats, then fit
before
shelf
setting
Deea'e Kidney Pllla.
tire system.
a position of serious public responsl
on the same will furnish considerable
"Then, buy 'em for her, and she'll
la thraa dara they
When your kidneys ache and feel on top shelf. Have fronts and ends bllity needs a sense of humor?"
relieved ma and four
until
the
comes
time
to
on
stop crying for 'em."
pasture
stain
rounded
the
Then
shelves.
plow
boiae mada ma well.
like
of
and
have
lead,
lumps
you
sting
the summer fallow. If rye had been
"Certainly. The more grave and
I am todar In tha
all new parts same color as the rest,
bast of health."
Be happy. Use Red Cross Ball Blue;
drilled in the previous summer or ing pains In the back or the urine Is then give a coat of varnish to all. dignified he assumes to be, the more
full of sediment, or the bladhe needs a sense of humor. He must much better than liquid blue. Delights
CM Dm,', a Aar Seera. BOe Bo
autumn, after the removal of the grain, cloudy,
Is Irritable, obliging you to seek When done you have an "Old English" be able to
der
the
laundress. All grocers. Adv.
the grazing thus furnished would be
recognize humorous things
style of buffet or sideboard for very
relief
when
the
have
you
during
night;
so
as
to
avoid saying them."
Instantly,
very considerable. In some areas
little expense.
IWTIatMILBUiiN CO, BUFFALO, N.Y.
Shortly after a man leads a woman
brome grass will do fairly well as pas- severe headaches, nervous and dizzy
to the altar he acquires the listening
acid
or
stomach
spells,
sleoplessness,
much
naHAIR CAME OUT IN BUNCHES habit.
ture, usually
better than the
Cream of Lettuce Soup.
tive grass. In time it will probably be rheumatism in bad weather, get from
The outer green leaves of lettuce
ounces
four
about
your
of
pharmacist
found that a mixture of alfalfa and
Route No. 3, Box 20A, Broken Ar
Jad Salts; take a tablespoonful In a are simmered in barely enough water
The most economical, cleansing and brome will furnish more
Okla. "My trouble began with
grazing than
row,
to
are
cover
them
till
tender
they
germicidal of ail antiseptics la
can be obtained from other sources. glass of water before breakfast each
an itching, of the scalp of my head.
to
sieve
the
go
puree
through
enough
kidand
a
in
few
ImspmTsim
days your
This system would probably call for morning
will act fine. This famous salts or colander; they are added to the My scalp at first became covered with
neys
feeding supplemental grain food more
thick- flakes of dandruff which caused me to
hot milk and
or less to the calves from the time Is made from the acid of grapes and ened and thenseasoning, slightly
strained; the result Is scratch and this caused a breaking Opera Chairs and School Suppllea
lemon Juice, combined with lithla, and
that they would take it until they were has
OKLAHOMA CITY. OKLAHOMA
been used for generations to flush a light green cream of delicate flavor. out here and there on the scalp. It
for
the
market.
But
ready
the
during
A soluble Antiseptic Powder to one summer that
and stimulate clogged kidneys, to neuEscarole, chicory, sorrel, parsley, became so Irritated until I could not
were on grazing
tralize the acids in urine so It is no spinach or any of the green things rest at night and my hair would come
be dissolved in water as needed the amount calledthey
for dally. If fed at
on this order may be used In the earns out in bunches and became short and
As a medicinal antiseptic for douches all, would be very small, not more than longer a source of Irritation, thus endTHE PATSNT MAN. BA88ETT BLDQ., IISK
rough.
way. One pretty little touch Is someIn treating catarrh. Inflammation or two to three pounds per day. Calves ing urinary and bladder disorders.
I used would cause It NO. BROADWAY, OKLAHOMA OlTY, OKLA.
"Everything
to
one
these
Is
times
Jad
Salts
cannot
and
soups
given
inexpensive
ulceration of nose, throat, and that thus reared on their dams should
to grow worse and It continued that
small carrot is cooked and minced
caused by feminine Ills It has no equal weigh at 18 months 900 to 1,000 Injure; makes a delightful effervesfor about three or four years.
way
drink, and nobody very fine or put through a coarse While
For ten year the Lydia E. Pinkham pounds. These should sell at present cent llthla-wate- r
reading the paper I saw the
Is
can
a
make
the
when
mistake
colander
and
a
little
soup
ready advertisement
by taking
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtlne prices for 8 to 9 cents per
of Cutlcura Soap and b use of And Hog Cholera Serum manufacpound, for
la their private correspondence with they would be prime. Thus one calf occasionally to keep the kidneys clean to serve this Is scattered over the Ointment and sent for a sample.
It tured under Government Inspection. Writs
Adv.
active.
and
top.
women, which proves its superiority. would fetch In the market $72 to $90
so good that I decided to get tcday for free particulars. Wichita-Okl- a
proved
Women who have been cured say per animal. If reared on
some more. I used them as directed homa Serum Co, Stock Yards, Okla.
skim milk
l
City.
It la "worth Its weight In gold." At the return would be
Good, Simple, Brown Bread.
and in two weeks I saw a good efconsiderably less,
City Guy What kind of a dog do
druggists. 50c. large box, or by mail. but It would be far more
One cup each Indian, rye and gra
Now
fect.
counterthan
Is
hair
and
my
longer
you call that?
The Paxton Toilet Go, Boston. Mass. balanced In the
ham meal, one cup molasses, one hand- looks better than I have ever known
profit made from the
Farmer That's a huntln' setter.
one
saleratus
ful
and
teaspoon
cream.
raisins,
It to be. I give all the credit of my on Chronlo Diseases of Men, 03
City Guy Whaddeya mean, huntln' a
pages mailed
FREE TO ALL SUFFERERS
pinch of salt.
cure of scalp trouble to the Cutlcura to any address on reoelpt of two cent sump.
setter?
15 yean in Oklahoma Cltr. All corrMnond.
yea tool 'opt of kii' bum mot sot tee Lcar
cold
to
water
with
Moisten
enough
of
Care
the Chicks.
aarraa from iimit, euaraa, aaarou Duaiaaa,
Soap and Ointment" (Signed) Mrs. ence confidential, and solicited. Dr Q. P. MshL
Farmer He hunts bones, and then
As soon as the chicks are old enough
make fairly soft batter; mix well and Ella Sheffield, Nov. 30, 1912.
sets and eats 'em,-Y- ale
JUf ft Mn.ouwi ioiin bidicil book oil
W. Mala St, Okla. City, Okla,
Record.
Specialist, 1!8
MAMfiif. m.M
k
pall or can (covthey should be taught to roost outside
place in
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
NINIW FtlNCH RIMIDV tf.m.a.a of
the
brooders
ered).
upon perches placed
aad dMide foe
throughout the world. Sample of each
near the floor. Keep the floors well GRANDMA USED SAGE TEA
Place In covered kettle with boiling free, with 32-- Skin Book. Address post, Serum Will Save
covered with clean litter. Never use
TO DARKEN HER GRAY HAIR water, enough to reach top of can and card "Cutlcura, Dept. L, Boston." Adv. Your Hogs From
ax. Oa, HtTaaaroi.'a a.. aiareruD, Londok. km.
va 'un o nova aaa4iwa wux avaa ion.
sawdust.
Write for free booklet, Wa manufacture out
steam two and a half hours. Remove
Sarum at our plant at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma,
Is best for the brooder She Made
can
Heavy
paper
from
Without
Reason.
Immediately.
a
Mixture
of
Temporarily
Up
Tea
8age
State Veterinary In chart t. OKLAHOMA STOCK
fm nim m im ,a m a
floors. These should be taken out and
Parent What is your reason for YARDS
This recipe has been used for 15
and 8ulphur to Bring Back Color,
SERUM COMPANY. PHONB WAL
as
NUT
maae
for tTicucTFtrnTrrirl ft burned every day and replaced with
to
airectea win wishing
MM, OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA
years and ir
marry my daughter?
Gloss, Thickness.
fresh ones.
never fall
Young Man I have no reason, sir;
A good way to keep an Incubator
tanD- - Clears
m
I am In love.
2S00 Iflra S
Almost everyone knows thst Sage
clean is to cover the nursery floor with Tea and Sulphur,
EMW.U0 with cattle. Pan cah, balance time. Write
To Wash Silk Underwesr.
properly
compound
LAND CUMJPAMY7ltKAJX, TEX.
on many fame
heavy paper before the chicks begin to ed, brings back the natural color and
The man whose wife takes In washNow that silk underwear Is worn so
Western Canada in
hatch.
lustre to the hair when faded, streaked extensively, it behooves the owner to ing Is usually long on words and short
1913, some yields
Don't feed the chicks anything for or gray; also ends dandruff,
reported ae
peine
Itching see that It is washed properly.. When on action.
liiahaeMbeaheai
at least 24 hours after they are scaip and stops falling
Aa high
hair. Years washing white silk garments soap
erecr.
aa 100 buaheia were
hatched. Better wait 48 hours before ago the only way to get this mixture
should not be rubbed on them, and
recorded in eoroe
feeding. But they should have all the was to make It at home, which Is
diatricta for oata.
pure white soap rather than yellow
SO baebele for Wrier and
water
will
drink
tepid
they
right from mussy and troublesome. Nowadays, should be used for the suds. Rinse
from lOea 20 baa. for flax.
Disease germa are on every hand They are in the Very air
the start.
by asking at any store for "Wyeth'a
J. Keys arrived in the
we breathe. A system 'run down" Is a prey for them. One
very thoroughly in cold water after
and
country 5 years ago from
Hair
Sage
Sulphur
Remedy," you
In lukewarm suds. Iron with
must have vital force to withstand them. Vital force depends
Denmark with very little
'
will get a large bottle of this famous rubbinga
Working the Garden.
aeana. Ha hamaateaiiL
moderately warm Iron and
only
on digestion on whether or not food nourishes on the
as
to
the garden Itself. Select old recipe for about 60 cents.
Now,
worked hard, ia now the
cover the silk with a piece of muslin
owner of 320 acne of land,
of blood coursing through the body.
a
box
wooden
shallow
or
a
quality
Don't
number
Itt
No
stay
one
gray! Try
ba 1913 had a eroo of 200
will not come In conof boxes for this purpose. A box two ean possibly tell that you darkened so that the Iron
acres, which will realize him
IDOUC HWft
Mia arkeal
feet by 18 Inches and 4 Inches deep your hair, as It does It so naturally tact with the silk.
DEL WS3XCEU
eefetfcaaaa Km. to the Uahel
win be tne most convenient size. This and evenly. Tou dampen a sponge or
aad avaraendoaaz aa baahak
Do You Knowf
'totaeaara.
can easily-b- e
attached to the window soft brush with it and draw this
of? stinBer la- that you can nse the
know
Did
with
you
the
two
aid
of
ledge
small Iron through your hair, taking one small
stancM miaK be related of the I
Strangthena the weak stomach. Gives good digestion. Enlivens the
f komceteadere in Manitoba, Sea-brackets, such as they use for shelf strand at a time; by morning the gray water you boiled the plain rice In for
sluggish liver. Feeds the starved nerves. As;ain full health and strength
fkatcnewan and Alberta.
return. A general upbuilding enables the heart to pump like an engine
supports.
hair disappears, and after another ap- starching white things?
AM The croa of 1911 waa an abtm-Or, that, If your oven will not brown
running in olL The vital force la once more established to full power,
7 Mr dan
plication or two, your hair becomes
everywhere la Western 1
veaaea.
Charcoal for the Hogs.
pastry as well as you would like
i ear in and veer out for over fortv veara this emit haalth.ratnrini
your
thick
and
beautifully
dark,
Adv.
glossy.
Jtatk 9OmtAmCfi0tlttmTmmtllttnA
can remedy' matters by
remedy has been spreading throughout the entire world because of its
A few coals from the wood Are of
to,
It
you
'
seduced railway rata. Apply to
ability to make the sick well and the weak strong. Don't despair of
the kitchen put into the houses now
An ounce of prevention Is better placing the cakes or tarts on the upper
Sepertntendent ef Immigration,
"being your old self agaln.M Give this vegetable remedy a trial Today
a
on
little
to
and
and then, where the hogs can grind than a ton of remorse.
sugar
Ottawa, Canada, or
throwing
-tray
Now. Youwillsoonfeel'likenewagaln." Sold In liquidor tablet form by
ovenT
of
floor
the
to
them up
the
charcoal, help to keep the
Write Dr. R.V. Pierce, Buflalo.N.X.
O. A. COOK,
DraggistaortrialbozforUOcbymaiL
Or that mustard la beat when mixed
nogs neaitny.
as
nam, i0as enr. ml
Many a cook who has a good range
Avivteer,"
!MeeMMWeeeaJ
"Eit'ES?
"jnet
with a pinch of salt In water that has
la unable to sing.
. CsaaiHsa Oeverssseat Aiaat
boiled and been allowed to cool!
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THE DEVIL CHAIR.
A Chronicle of the Strange Adventures of John Haynet

and His Gyroscope Vehicle
AN INVOLUNTARY ALLY
By H. M. EGBERT
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dollars on bla bill. "Of court It eaa forward at about twenty mllM aa
be done. It may take a little longer, hour. Theobald attempted to spring
from It; Instantly the speed Increased
though."
to thirty, forty, fifty seventy-Bra- .
"How longr
The
machine bowled along on Its rail,
minutes."
"Forty-liv"And now about the anesthetic. without a Jolt or Jar. Theobald might
How long will It take am to com out have thought It to bo stationary, but
for the whirl of objects that apua past
from under Its Influence?"
"Well, usually a patient who la not them.
While b sat there aghast, Joha
heavily anesthetiied begins to recover
consciousness aa toon as the mask Is Haynes rose on his crutches, drew up
pressed another
removed, that Is to say, as soon as he tbe wind-shiella off the table. But of course, a cer- spring, and then the machine became
case of glass, save for a
tain amount of stupor exists for well, an
ventilator overhead.' John Haynes sat
perhaps for several hours."
aroused down and put bis band to bis hip;
"But a patient could b
Theobald found himself looking Into
from It?"
"0, undoubtedly. He would foal the mussle of a pistoL
"You skunk!" said John Haynes
very sick, but he would bo conscious,
I might say, within a tew minutes softly. "Look at me harder. Do you
after the operation Is ended always remember met"
"Pete Timmons!" gasped the doe-tor- ,
provided that tbe anesthetization was
not unduly heavy. Our practice nowathe name flashing into bis mind
days is to keep the patient Juat suf- for tbe first time since be had sold
ficiently anesthetized to destroy tbe his patient's body for fifty shares of
sense of pain; the administration of stock In the Nokomis Land comthe ether la suspended during the pany.
"Yea, Peto Timmons," answered
operation until he begins to show
signs of consciousness; then a few Haynea. "What have yon to say?
more drops are poured over the mask, You have convicted youraelf!"
and so on. In this way the mortality
Dr. Theobald,, whirling along that
has been reduced to well, practically narrow line In the car with his viceliminated,"
tim, felt a horror steal through bis
"I understand," said Haynes. "Then soul. Encaaed In glass, helpless, at
we shall be this man's mercy, he might have been
on Monday at eight-thirt- y
at your door In tbe automobile."
suffering in an Inferno such as the
"But, my dear sir," said Theobald, earlier medicos bad depicted as the
surprised, "you will have to be wait- penalty for those who broke the
ing for me in bed. There are certain
oath which they bad taken.
"I don't know what to say," be
preparations necessary."
"My nurse can attend to that. Will pleaded. "You won't take my life?
I not be as safe after an automobile Before God, I swear I can cure you.
ride as before?"
It was so terrible a temptation, Just
Theobald began to think his patient to leave tbe bullet beside the spine
crazy. Mentally he added fifty dollars and get"
more; if he were insane he should at
"Yes, how much did you sell out
least pay for his whims.
for?"
"Well," he said, laughing, "of course
"Five thousand dollars," the doctor
we should have to sterilize your back answered.
as
all over again. But still, so long
"Theobald," said Haynes, lowering
you don't eat any breakfast, I don't the pistol because (he saw that tbe
see how a ride could hurt you."
man was incapable' of further resistJohn Haynes rose up. He had ance, "you are one of tbe least of the
learned all that he needed to know. scoundrels who railroaded an inno"At eight-thirtthen," he answered. cent man to prison to get his millions.
"Good by, Dr. Theobald. I hope that How much you knew, I do not want to
our enterprise on Monday morning know. You will do two things, and In
will be highly successful."
the consideration for these your life
Theobald watched him leave the and reputation shall be spared. First,
room with a bewildered look. "Now
you will operate on me."
where have I seen that man before?"
"Yes, yes," urged Theobald eagerly.
he muttered to himself. "I know his "Turn around
and I will go straight to
face." But he bad known many faces,
with you."
house
your
and by the time the door of the bouse
"Second," continued Haynes, "when
had closed behind tbe Englishman I summon
you, you will be at my disthe
in
to
search
Theobald had ceased
I shall have need of
Later
posal.
were
amber-rooof his brain. There
you."
so many things that he did not care
"I agree," cried the doctor, wringto investigate.
bis hands in fear. "But for heaving
On Monday morning the automobile
en's
sake, let us turn back and begin
was waiting outside Theobald's house
the operation."
Inpromptly at the time appointed.
"No, no, Dr. Theobald," answered
side were the patient and a
other. "You will operate here."
tbe
nurse. The doctor gazed at her
"Here?" gasped the doctor.
too
seemed
some
She
in
wonder.
"Here. This seat on which you are
young to be a trained nurse. But her seated is also of
glass. Tbe two toget-uwas Irreproachable, and he was
make
a
very practicable operentirely indifferent to her abilities. gether table. It is a little short for the
ating
be
Had she not been certificated
as you see, my legs are
would not have cared. Since Satur- legs but,
without sensation. Under this seat
fee
his
altered
had
he
prospective
day
are bottles containing alcohol and bifrom three hundred to seven hundred
chloride of mercury for sterilizing
and fifty; he could always cut It down
Under the other are basins,
afterward if his patient objected; but purposes.
sponges, and two gallons
physicians'
to
since
he would not be likely
object,
which can be boiled
of
distilled
water,
he had never broached the subject of on an electric heater. You can wash
fees. Theobald hopped. into the mahands here, sterilize your instruchine with bis instrument case and your
ments,
operate and administer ether
patted his companion on the back which you have brought, I presume,
cheerily.
in that bag of yours." Then, over"There's no danger, Mr. Thompson," come
by his smoldering resentment,
he said heartily. "Don't be afraid."
he grasped the doctor with his strong
"I'm not afraid," retorted Haynes
right hand. "You dog," he shouted in
grimly. "I hope you will not bo."
his ear, "do you suppose I will give
The other laughed. "I'm not likely you a second chance to betray me;
to be," he said. "By the way, what that I will
place myself In your hands,
make of machine is this? I never saw to lie helpless
at your mercy?
anything like It. She must be on
this time you will
Doctor,
"No,
springs, but she runs so smoothly
as you never worked before, for
work
an
operawhy, I could almost perform
the sake of your life and mine. This
tion here."
car is mounted on a gyroscope wheel
"I'll give you a chance perhaps," and is
now at seventy-thre- e
said Thompson, smiling, and turned miles antraveling
is going so fast that
hour.
It
abruptly toward the poorer region of
this line will be
along
the town, beside the freight station, unable to distinguish It from one of
was
edging the wilderness. Theobald
those little machines on which line
now convinced that his patient was
superintendents are apt to move from
mad. He looked at the nurse inquir- station to station. It they can so disu
In
the
ingly, but she sat silently
it, it will not matter in tbe
and ignored his professional tinguish
for I am now going to increase
least,
"signals." He felt a momentary pang the speed to just double the amount
of uneasiness, too, at the course the one hundred and forty-six- ,
nominally
machine was taking for he feared one hundred and
fifty."
that he might have overestimated his
He looked at his watch. "It is now
patient's wealth. Certainly this quar- nine fifteen," he said. "The track will
ter of the town was not inhabited by be clear until
when we
the wealthier citizens of Nokomis.
shall encounter the transcontinental
more
freely
However, he breathed
express at Buffalo Ford. My compuwhen the machine swung out from tation is exact. No one but I knows
the town and along the roadway the mechanism by which this car can
which bordered the railroad tracks. be
stopped. You will, therefore, proSoon they were in the midst of the ceed with
your operation and bring
Mr.
then,
Undoubtedly,
prairie.
me out of the ether In time for me
the
on
house
a
Thompson possessed
to stop tbe car before the train bears
outskirts one of those new residen- down on us. If you succeed you shall
tial mansions, doubtless, wtilch were be
dropped near Buffalo Ford, from
springing up everywhere In the vi- which point you can, no doubt, find
cinity. Of courso and that was why your way homeward. If you fall, we
he had thoughtfully brought his auto- three will be
ground to death under
mobile for him. He smiled at his the wheels of the trans continental.
to
bill
its Do
thoughts and brought up his
you agree to operate?"
original figure again.
Theobald
looked despairingly Into
'
Then, when Nokomis was out of the resolute face of the man whom he
sight behind a hummock of sand, the had betrayed. He looked at the nurse,
machine ran down the railroad em seated
at his head and seeing
bankment in a surprising fashion, that shequietly
remained
Impassive, nodded
on
level
traveling as though
In token of acquiescence.
saw his companion turn and
For the first time Eleanor spoke.
fidget with a spring. He looked down; "I am no nurse," she said. "I am
He
two wheels lay on the ground!
his daughter. You must Instruct me
grasped tbe seat In terror.
in the application of the ether."
"Mr. Thompson Mr. Thompson," he
Theobald nodded again. And now,
wheels!"
two
gasped, "you've lost
"Four," answered John Haynes to the credit of the man, be It said,
the professional sense awoke In him
calmly, and the two others fell, rolled,
his fears vanished. The novelty
and
distance
considerable
a
detached, for
and settled down beside the metals. of the situation, the difficulties to be
overcome and perhaps a sense of
The car stood steady as
In bis
As that which automatically de sham&.and regret
tached Itself from the opposite side resolution to make the operation suc
and folded downward, at the touch of cessful. Seated in that cage of glass,
a spring, to meet the seat on which as though in an unshaken room, while
they sat. It was a smooth glass trees flew past at Intervals and the
brown walls of the railroad embankshelf.
"Your operating table," said John ment appeared as walls blurred, InIlHaynes grimly, and the car moved distinguishable walls, creating' the
deftly
forward and gently balanced Itself lusion of an actual room-- he
upon a single rail; then began to run prepared his patient Ha boiled the
e
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SKUNK ! SAID JOHN HAYNES SOFTLY LOOK
HARDER . DO YOU REMEMBER ME ?

YOU

The discovery of tbe body of a man
ying In the woods, with a bullet from
an automatic pistol In the brain, Is
unfortunately not an event so strange
as to call for nation-wid- e
publication.
When Grand Valley, N. Y., learned
of the discavery, under those conditions, of what had been one of her citizens, the story was featured prominently In all the local papers, for Jack
Poole had been a financier and magnate in that remote northern town.
scattered
B.ut only here and there,
throughout tbe length and breadth of
the land, were men who understood
the awful portent of this occurrence.
None but they connected it .with
the appearance of the man in the
devil-chaia vehicle with a gyroscope
attachment, running at a prodigious
speed, by means of which he had affected a startling robbery in Brooklyn and a still more astonishing escape. The hue and cry for him had
now died down. A fickle public bad
turned to new interests. But these
men knew for Jack Poole had been
one of the group .whom John Haynes
had marked out for vengeance.
Five years before he had been robbed of vast landed interests in a western state by a confederacy of unscrupulous men, aided by a corrupt Judge
and a bribed lawyer. He had been
wounded, paralyzed,
treacherously
railroaded under an assumed name to
the penitentiary at Nokomis Falls.
John Haynes had been separated
from his wife and daughter. The girl
be had found, living upon the bounty
of the man Poole, in the belief that
both her parents were dead. Haynes
rescued her and sent her to Chicago,
to await the time when he should
summon her to his side. He learned
that his wife's whereabouts was known
to another of the gang Chauncey E.
Robertson of Benderville, a mushroom
on
township near Nokomis and built wilhis own lands In the midst of a
derness of prairie and a jumble of
barren hills. After Poole had come
to his end through a new attempt at
treachery, Haynes resolved to seek
out Robertson, discover 'where his
wife was to be found, and execute justice upon him.
It was a feature of the plans which
Haynes had formed during the period
of bis imprisonment that each of his
enemies should meet with a fate approximating, as nearly as possible
that which he had meted out to him.
He had no further confidence in the
law; anonymously he would work, secretly he would devise: and his blow
should fall like a lightning bolt out
of a blue sky.
But before meting out Justice to
Robertson, he resolved to consult a
physician in order to discover whether or not the crippling paralysis,
which rendered his lower limbs use
r,

less and was the result of a bullet
in the spine, could not be cured.
The instinct of poetic Ju&ttce in
duced him to seek out Dr. Adolphus
Theobald, formerly of the Nokomis
hospital, the man who had tended
him when be lay there, awaiting his
trial and sentence under the pseu
donym, Pete Timmons, a gang leader
of the town. Haynes bad suspected
that his wound could have been cured
and, that, in fact, Theobald had been
inveigled into the conspiracy of the
land gang. Theobald was now in private practice in the city of Nokomis.
He did not recognize in the
spruce, middle aged Englishman who hobbled into his consulting
room, the wounded man whom he had
treated at the hospital five years be
fore. Haynes had rented a furnished
cottage on the outskirts, with a private garage in which he stored a rented automobile. Beneath this he had
attached the gyroscope, fitting it to a
larger wheel. Tbe four wheels of the
machine were dummies for show,
but not for use. Upon its single
wheel the little machine would run at
a hundred and fifty miles, firm aa a
rock or as an operating table.
"Cure you?" said Theobald, after he
his patient
had examined and
"Of course I can. It requires only
a very trifling operation. You see,
Mr. er Thompson " and a vague
memory stirred dimly among the forgotten reaches of his brain, did not
rise to the level of consciousness: he
only experienced a sense of momenMr.
see,
tary disquietude "you
Thompson, this bullet which you say
tbe crazed workman fired at you two
years ago reached the spine but did
not penetrate it. It is, at present,
pressing upon an Important nerve
center which controls the movements
of the lower limbs. To remove it by
a simple incision will be no danger at
all."
John Haynes was sure then that
Theobald bad been bribed by the confederates; that he had left the bullet
in tbe wound purposely, to cripple
him.
"I, cannot understand why the physician who attended you did not remove that bullet," Theobald added
with a puzzled face. "In Mexico, you
say? That must account for It. In
our country no doctor would hesitate
to operate for a moment."
"I'll think the matter over," said
Haynes, in order to arouse Theobald's
expectations of a fat fee, and be went
to the nearest telegraph office. From
there he sent a message to his daughter in Chicago. "Be here on Friday
morning next," he wired. "I will meet
you at the station at 10 a. m. It is
an Important case. You had better
travel in your nurse's uniform." That
waa all, but he knew that Eleanor
well-dresse-

mar

AT

ME

would understand. On the Friday she
reached Nokomis, dressed as a nurse,
her suitcase in ber hand.
John Haynes had affixed his dummy
wheels, and the automobile took them
to his cottage. There be outlined the
case. He was amazed at Eleanor's
self possession. The timid girl, Ignorant of the ways of the world outside
her little circle at Grand Valley, had
become inflamed by his schemes of
vengeance; not only tbe sense of loyalty to her father, so strangely restored to her, but the desire to avenge
his wrongs and to discover her mother bad come to. dominate her entire
being. She learned bis plan and she
pronounced it good.
"You see, my dear," John Haynes
explained, hobbling to bis chair beside tbe fireplace, "this Theobald is
an unprincipled scoundrel, and doubtless he will not hesitate, under fear
of betrayal, to turn on his former allies. I have made inquiries and understand that they have given him a
number of shares in the land company. He Is rich and respected. It
bis past, which he thinks forgotten,
should rise up and threaten him, he
would stick at no scruples. At the
same time it is necessary to frighten
him thoroughly and to impress him
with our power, so as to prevent the
possibility of renewed treachery."
On the next day, Haynes returned
to Dr. Theobald.
"I've been thinking over the matter and I have decided to undergo
that operation," he said. "You guarantee that there will be no danger?"
"Absolutely none," the doctor answered. "You ought to have been
operated on long ago. That physician
in Mexico who treated you, Mr.
Thompson, was criminally ignorant.
I say this without hesitation."
"Good," said John Haynes. "But
you must operate at my home."
"You will require a nurBe," he said.
"I have one at my house," answered the Englishman. "She is very
competent."
"Then how would Monday morning
suit you?" suggested Theobald blandly. "My anesthetist and I can ' be
there at nine o'clock."
"No anesthetist will be needed,
Havnes answered. "My nurse who at
tends me Is amply competent to ad
minister ether."
"But I shall need her assistance
Of course it
during the operation.
could be done. But"
"Dr. Theobald," said John Haynes.
milinsr. "I orefer to have my own
nurse admlnluter the ether. You said
the operation will be a slight one, and
I would rather place myself in ner
care than under that of any assistant
of yours."
"o. verv well." answered Theobald
shortly, mentally adding a hundred

track-walke-

ton-nea-

ten-thirt-

ground-Theobal-

water, scrubbed felt bands and donaajl
his sterilised rubber gloves. Who,
bis Instrumeata were boiling, ho gava
Eleanor tbe other eoae and mask and
quickly Instructed lor la Us as of
them. And as Joba Haynes quietly
composed himself apan the glass table, bla daughter leaaed over his) saturating tbe mask aatll her father'
breathing became stertorous and ha'
sank Into sloop, watching him and
pouring on tb fluid from time to time,
at tbe first quiver of bla limbs, with
calm faith In tbo success of the
oat-com-

She did not faint or even turn ber
yes away when tbo doctor sot to
bis task. It was only afterward thai
UM IWV1MBIUB OHM,

Presently It was ended and tbo
wound bound and tbo clothing adjusted once a gala over tbo antiseptic
bandages. Then, for tbo first Unto,
Theobald remembered tbo danger at
his predicament During that mag
hour he bad worked swiftly, as a surgeon must, and deftly aa belts
trained; but bo bad not hastened nor
Imperiled bla patient's life because,
miles distant, but ever bearing down
toward them with dreadful speed, tbo
transcontinental express was rushing
from coast to coast upon those linos
of steeL But now, when all was ended, Theobald tore his watch from
Ten
his pocket and looked at It
should
If
the
What
express
twenty.
be In advance of time? What If the
distance had been miscalculated T
What if the gyroscope, untended during that hour, had Increased speed?
He glanced at the indicator; tbo car
was running steadily at a hundred
and fifty miles. Then he set to arouse
his patient One minute passed. Two
passed there was no response, and,
with white face and features sternly
set, John Haynes remained motionThree minutes. They chafed
less.
his hands. An eyelid quivered, a treFour
mor ran through his frame.
minutes: be raised bis head, opened
his eyes, muttered and relapsed Into a
Five minutes.
more easy slumber.
The train was due.
John Haynes opened bis eyes again.
Eleanor's voice in bis ear brought
back that soul, hovering upon the confines of the misty borderland.
The train! Wake! Waka
, "Father!
Touch the spring!"
Why had he not confided to her that
secret? it was the Impulse of tbo
man, born from long confinement In
the penitentiary, to be sparing of
words and
Perhaps
he had feared that Theobald might
wring the secret from bia daughter's
lips ii uv uau iuiu.
He had sunk back to sleep again.
They looked round desperately for the
spring and could not find It The train
might be delayed one minute or five.
But, traveling at that fearful rate, the
gyroscopic car waa eating up tbo
miles. Even In his predicament Theobald's brain worked at the mathemat
ical computation, One hundred and
fifty in sixty minutes: two and a half
miles each minute. He snatched at
his watch again; It was seven and
twenty minutes to eleven. Haynes
must wake speedily or
He dashed his face with alcohol,
raised him and shook him. Hayne's
eyes opened again. A name was on
his lips. Eleanor bent ber ear to catch
the word; it was her mother's name.
And by the power of that name, repeated softly by the daughter, tho
sleeping man awoke. Consciousness,
struggling back, this time had come
to stay. John Haynes peered out
through the glass windows, and suddenly he understood. A look of bor
ror passed over his face.
"Put
"Raise me!" be murmured.
the steering wheel in my hands."
"No, no, father; the spring the secret spring!"
,
Now he understood fully He signed to them to turn him on his side.
From the uplifted seat of the machine
tia milled a nln jOavafIv lnflMfllA1 !
he pressed it back, pulled It forth,
pressed it. The speed slackened. Tbe
blurred wall resolved itself again into
an embankment. The hand traversed
'
the indicator in a retrograde direction.
sevOne hundred, ninety, eight,
enty.
Through the glass wind shield, very
far distant, Theobald saw a monster
crawling over the flat prairie land.
It was necessary to
Sixty, fifty.
slow to thirty before the car could
leave the rail. Traveling at a higher
speed, the jolt from the smooth metal
to the depressed roadbed, set Irregularly with sleepers, would have shattered the car. Forty the indicator
ceased to move. That tiny thing was
now a rushing serpent, coursing toward them with terrific fury. If they
should meet it would annihilate them
and then sweep on as though the car
had never existed. The Indicator hand
was moving again. Haynes closed his
eyes in weariness. But Eleanor had
grasped the steering wheel.
With a bound that shook them from
their seats the car left the metals. It
raced over the sleepers, not quivering,
but tossing them and deftly catching
them again, as might some sprtngless,
wheelless wagon of palaeolithic men.
Then the embankment quivered, tho
air was filled with sound, and tho
black cars of the train tore past them.
Five minutes later Theobald dismounted two miles from Buffalo Ford.
"
Haynes grasped blm by the band.
"You have fulfilled the first part of
your task," he said. "Hold yourself
ready, tor soon I shall call on yon to
complete your reparation. Good-bye.- "
He woke from sleep hours later at
the cottage, which bad been prepared

eo
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that none could hare traced them. As
Eleanor helped him within, John
Haynea uttered an exclamation of
pain, which changed to Joy.
"Be careful, dear," be said. "You
struck my foot against that door I
felt the blow."

SAN JON, NEW ME X1CO,
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TO cf fcnrtesn Cesrsret cn to Scytisrn
JaCedent
Let:yEurtsa
Kitisa, CrsEny, Ersd and

Bits Csus tsr This
Cnles. John T. Leafostey baa returned to Chicago from his tour of the
BrtaclMd sutM of South America,
With BUbWlOM vtYld stories of W
abown by hto
siasftnss.
made to the London correspondent of The Dally News and reiterated
here. He was deeply impressed by
too mental alertneaa aad the proud
spirit of the peoples amonf whom
"It is high time," aald
ho traveled.
Mr. Leafostey. "that we people Hi the
north dieabueed our mlnda of the
foolish notion that we can treat South
Americana with Indifferent courtesy
and haTO their friendship. They are
wonderfully responsive to respectful
1 hope the
and cordial treatment.
American people will grasp this fact
quickly, and I hop that In future no
cttisea of the United States, distinguished or undistinguished, will comee
to Central or South America and
otherwise than he would behave
if ho were traveling among the most
civilised and powerful people of the

u

com-mea- ts

Ar

Ksmel

Argentina than the rich; they have
succeeded in making ten heads of
wheat grow where one grow before,
and by their labor have been able to
utills ths land, hitherto nonproductive, controlled by ths members of ths
Buenos Ayres Jockey club.
"Brasll la dominated commercially,
to a groat extent, by Germans, who
sit steady In the boat and dally
their sphere of influence. They
are ever ready on the ground with
technical knowledge to produce whatever la wanted, as and when wanted,
en-lar-

It

was my most tarUllag
sisertosce la Boats) America,
"I do not feci that one caa too

the dark.

stroagiy aadsfUao ths fast that for
most part the American diplomat Is
aad consular rspreaoauUves now la
South America are rendering service
of ths highest possible valus to ths
Ualtsd States. Undoubtedly ths foremost mas among those able public
V. Morssrvaats la Ambassador
gan at Rio do Janeiro. Ho Is an Ideal
His tact Intelligence,
ambassador.
sympathy aad Intimate knowledge of
all claaass aad conditions of society
mark him off as a diplomatist of extraordinary ability. So popular Is ha
both with the public and Braslllan
government that when It cams to be
understood that he was at ths point of
retiring from the service, ths Braslllan government specially requested
too Washington government not to
permit him to retire. 1 say this about
Mr. Morgan and his confreres of both
'
services because I realise how imUnited States
Is
ths
It
that
portant
should have in South America men
thoroughly Initiated into the life of
To change a man
those countries.
like Mr. Morgan at Rio de Janeiro, or
our ambassadors at Montevideo, Buenos Ayres, Santiago or Valparaiso
would be a calamity. They all have
won a position that only tact and time
give on and they have spent s great
deal of money over and above the pittance allowed by our government"
.

IKPOnTAf.CE OF SEED S0"E
PAYB LITTCI
OTATO OROWt
ATTENTION TO OUALITY.

It

Comparatively Paw Ore wars Olvs
Thought to Elimination of
Dlssssed and Unproductlvs
Strain of Tubers.

Suf-flcls-

(By WILLIAM STUART.)
Of the many causes which operate
to produce a low average potato yield
In

this country, poor seed Is thought

to be a very Important one. The

high-qualit-

Americans, looking around
for openings without money, return
North American
home disappointed.
salesmen In South America who speak
Spanish are well satisfied with the
success they are enjoying, and North
American goods are given the preference more than ever before. There
are three elements of weakness in the
development of North American commerce. Pint, the absence of banking
facilities under North American Influence; second, ignorance of the geo--

8tret

of Tegucigalpa, Honduras,

packed to arrive In the units wanted,
with customs duty paid and bill rendered for delivery where and when
wanted. This Is one of the secrets of
their success In Brasll, as they stand
alone among nations for giving such
complete service.
"South American republics are In
much the same position as many unfortunate manufacturers in North
America who are short of capital,
owing to the Inability of their bankers to see visions. It Is said that In
North America there are only two
bankers who sre big enough to recognize good visions and capitalise
them.
"A foreign consul remarked to me
that Europe was supplying the money
and North America was selling the
goods. By that he meant to say that
American Influence and commerce
were growing rapidly in South Amer"I had a great time wherever I went
the people, native and foreign, sympathetic and generous of
time, effort and money. I must tell
you about a thrilling ride I had in
Peru. By the way, I found the railways of the west coast, though owned
by the English, operated by Americans
from the top to bottom It seems to
be clearly recognized that the operating genius of American railway men,
Is unrivaled. At Lima, Peru, expressing to J. H. Feehan, manager of the
Central railroad of Peru, desire to
gc up the mountain, my request was
sevFor
immediately
granted.
en hours we ascended the grade a
four per cent one finally arriving at
our destination, Rio Blancho, 12,300
feet up. The rain clouds were driving
about us and the blue sky gleamed
beautifully through them. The view
was vast and superb. I was 'tobogganed' back to Lima, 75 miles. That
Is to say, a man named Kelley took me
on a handcar and ran down the line
We
right Into the city by gravity.
made the return trip In two and
a half hours. It was rather late when
we started back and for half an hour
at the end of the Journey we ran In
I found

a:
The Cspitol of Buenos Ayres.

y

Stem Rot Fungus.

table potato. No
London. The Duke of Rutland, duces a
Earl Fortescue, Lord Hugh Cecil, Sir such differentiation at least to the
Charles Walpole and other prominent same extent, occurs in this country. It
men have organized, at the sugges- Is true that in certain sections we
seed-pota- tion of the Westminster Gazette, a now have a
movement to rid the Church of Engindustry, but comparative
land of the evil of the sale of
ly few growers in these sections are
the right of presentation paying sufficient attention to the
to a church or other ecclesiastical elimination ot diseased and, unprobenefice.
ductive strains or to keeping the
Of the 13,000 benefices In the variety grown free from mixture with
United Kingdom more than eleven other varieties. It is believed, bow- hundred are dispensed by the king, ever, that the time is ripe for demand
more than seven hundred by the uni- ing a better grade of seed potatoes
versities, and the rest by either bish- than 1b now generally obtained from
ops and other ecclesiastics, or else either seedsmen or growers.
by the nobles, esquires or other priThe question of what constitutes
vate individuals who own the "liv- good seed is a vital one, and possibly
ings" in parishes. For centuries It no two persons would fully agree In
has been the prerogative of these pri- every particular upon this point It
vate "owners" of parishes to sell the would seem, however, that the followpost of established preacher, which Is ing factors play an important role:
literally a life Job.
Pure seed from productive plants, not
There still remain in England and over ripe, uniform In size and shape,
Wales about six hundred parishes firm and sound, with first sprouts
just
where the right of naming the recat planting time. Seed of
tors Is held by private owners, who showing
such quality, If furnished suitable culsell It the same way as other proptural
conditions, will seldom fail to
erty. In these places the parishiona remunerative crop. A conproduce
ers possess little, if any, guarantee
estimate of the Increase that
servative
that the requirements ot religion or
g
will be considered
social
by the patron. The owner has In the
parish pulpit an asset which produces a certain income and creates a
parson's freehold, and not even the
bishop can prohibit the sale. If certain forms be observed.
The present movement is an ate
tempt to preserve the spiritual rights
of villagers. For a living worth $1,500
a year a clergyman pays $6,000 down
and be gets a life post At his death
the place again Is sold. When he is
111
he has to hire a substitute or do
without. There Is no way to get' rid
of him, so long as he commits no crimhigh-grad-

ica.

rra
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Prominent Englishmen Join to End
8sls of Life Rectorates In British Isle.

move.
"Many

Amer-ica- n

potato grower pays too little
tention to his seed potatoes. The European growers, especially those of
Qreat Britain and Germany, pay very
strict attention to the quality and
Quantity of the seed they use. This
has led to a differentiation of the potato industry into seed and crop specialists. The seed specialist makes
a business of producing
seed, while the crop specialist pro-

ATTACK OLD CHURCH ABUSE

world.

well-bein-

inal
W.

act

R. GEORGE

IS ABSOLVED

Directors of Association of Junior
publics Express Confidence In
Accused Official.
New

York.

William

R.

Re-

George,

founder of the George Junior Republic,
was exonerated by the board of directors of the National Association of
Junior Republics of the charges
brought against him recently relating No. 1
Strong Units.
to his alleged treatment of certain
2
Yield
No.
Shown
From Tuber-Unit- s
Free-ville
women
of
members
the
young
In No. 1.
Republic, In this state. A board
of Judges composed of Joseph H. No. 3 Yield the Following 8eason
From Five of the Best Tuber-Unit- s
Choate, Samuel Seabury and Miss LilIn No. 2.
to
whom
the records
lian D. Wald,
ot the case had been submitted, found
might be expected from the use of
recently that George had been guilty
seeds is certainly not less
of "willful misconduct," but had not
ten
cent. Such an Increase,
than
per
been swayed "by a desire to Injure' or
five
abuse" young women. The report of based on the average of the past
r
the special committee and the opin- years, would amount to over thirty-fouand
million bushels,
ion of the board of judges were upheld
having an approximate valuation of
by the national directors.

grspby of South America, and third,
failure to properly Oil orders and park
goods safely so as to insure them
against the rough handling they receive in cargo steamers.
"There are abundant facilities for
carrying freight safely, reasonably and
promptly, If the same care and wisdom are used In addressing and packing shipments for South America as
for domestic trade in the United
States.
"The. commercial Instinct tor merHYDROPLANE ATTRACTS SOCIETY WOMEN
chandising Is not very highly developed In South America, but the people
there have much the same nature as
elsewhere, and are reached In much
the same manner, except that they
are more sentimental and like to be
made love to. The love making they
appreciate most is a display of confidence In them manifested by loaning
them money for the purpose of building up and developing the republic
they live under and love.
"South Americans recognize that
public and private debts figure conspicuously in the older and more successful countries, and they see no reason why the per capita public debt
of their nation and the cities they
live tn should not equal that of England, Germany or the United States.
Judging by extracts taken from our
North American papers, there are not
so many famous grafters and less
newspaper publicity is given to grafting In 8outh America than Is the
caso with us.
"Spain and Portugal have sacked
and sapped the South American republics for hundreds of years. Last
year , 147,000 emigrants from Spain
moved Into Argentina to till the soil
Mrs. Payne Whitney of New York Is one of the society women who have
thus atoning In part for ths Injury
been attracted by Steve MacGordon's hydroplane, which skims over the wster
wrought by their ancestors to ths
South America countries. These poor like a seagull. The plcturs shows Mrs. Whitney and MacGordon just after a
In flight
people from Spain are mon needed

TIMELY GARDEN NOTES

Hotbeds Should Bo Watched Closely
and Manure Carefully Prspnrsd
Inspect All Implements.

It Is Stilt Fasnlonsbla,
Pa, what's potl Justlcsr
Thn former president of a baes
womaa
lor club bflng married to a
w
wouia
be
feel
him
that
.b..
wtiv
..ik.. ivsm Ki. inh thn be lftte for
riiuri
dinner furnishes a pretty fslr sampla

(By t.B ROT CADT. Assistant Hortlrulof
81.
Minn.)
Paul,
Farm,
L'nlvtrelty
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be-har-

"Enough on that point England has
the same spirit in commerce that 'No
Flint" Gen. Grey displsyed in the conquest of the West Indies for England.
British capitalists have scouts all over
South America placing money with
South American republics, and English
contractors are on the ground to bring
it back home for railroads, docks, harbors, battleships, explosives, guns and
factories of all kinds. The Belgians,
French and Germans are not far behind, 'gumshoeing around for governments, corporations and individuals
who need money and have security to
offer for its use. In this way they
remove resistance and make it easy
for the manufacturers of their nations
to sell the products they desire to

SENTINEL

high-grad-
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one-fourt- h

$21,000,000.

MACHINE FOR TESTING SEED

Watch the hotbeds closely.
Ventilate hotbeds on the side away
from the wind If possible.
Manure may be spread on ths garden and plowed In this spring.
Bo sure the manure Is heating evenly before It Is put In the frame.
If hotbed manure does not heat
readily put on a few buckets of hot
water.
Bank hotbeds with manure that Is
not beating. Dry manure will not be
so likely to freeze and take heat from
the frame.
When pruning, have a reason for
every cut made and close to the limb
or trunk. Leave no stubs.
Pruning may be done late in March.
Inch In
f
Cover all wounds over
diameter with white lead or grafting
wax.
Seed for most early plants may be
sown at this time. Transplant when
large enough and keep growing nicely
till they are ready to set in the field.
Inspect all garden tools, shsrpen snd
put them into the best condition. Per
haps there are some new ones that
should be purchased. Now Is a good
time. Look them up.
Grafting wax is made by melting together four pounds of resin, two
pounds of beeswax and one pound of
unsalted tallow. Heat this about fifteen or twenty minutes, then throw
into cold water and pull In the same
manner as molasses candy.
one-hal-

COMMON SENSE IN HOG LOT
Houses Used Should Be Isolated snd
Whenever Possible Portable Structures Employed.

It Is a wise man who will give his
hogs plenty of sunlight. It is not easy
to do this in a large building, particu

If

JUDOS

CURED,

HEART TBOUiUL

boxes of Oodd WdV
Trouble from
Heart
for
Pills
aey
for
I years. I
suffered
had
which I
had dlsiy spells, my eyes
my bream ws
short and I had
chills aad backache. I took the
pills about a year
ago and have had
no return of the
palpitations. Am
now 63 years old,
4W
able to do lota of
manual labor, am
Judge Miller.
well and hearty and welsh about
aa Mnnt
i fMl venr grateful tnnt
1 found Dodds Kidney Pills and you
wish. I
may publish this letter If yon
am serving my third term as Probate
Yours truly,
Judge of Gray Co.
PHILIP MILLER, Cimarron, Kan.
Correspond with Judge Miller about
this wonderful remedy.
Dodds Kidney Pills. 50c. per box at
your dealer or Dodds Medicine Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y. Write for Household
Hints, also muslo of National Anthem
re(English and German words) and
3 sent free.
All
dishes.
for
dainty
cipes
I took about

. It is the easiest
thing in the world
to bear the aches of another man's
callouses.

WOMEN FROM

45 to 55 TESTIFY
To the Merit of Lydia LPink

ham's Vegetable Compound during Change
of Life.

" I was passing;
Westbrook, Me.
through the Change of Life and bad
pains In my back
and side and was so
weak I could hardly
do my housework.
I have taken Lydia
ELPlnkbam's Vegetable Compound audi
A Berkshire Sow and Hsr Litter.
it has done me a lot
i, 'iM
of
good. I will re
made
It
a
If
is
of
other
any
larly
part
commend your medbuilding.
icine to my friend
Hog houses ought to be isolated,
and give you permisand better still, portable houses
sion to publish my
should be used whenever possible.
Mrs. Lawrence MarPortable bouses, mounted on run- testimonial."
ners, can be moved from one small tin, 12 King St, Westbrook, Maine.
clover or rape field to another, giving
Manston, Wis. "At the Change of
the pigs fresh pasturage and clean Life I suffered with pains tn my back
quarters. Of course such pens arc and loins until I could not stand. I also
so that the sheet
only for shelter and nesting purposes had night-sweat- s
The portable farrowing pen should would be wet I tried other medicine
have a place on every farm where but got no relief. After taking one bottwo or more sows are kept. These tle of Lydia E. Plnkham's Vegetable
are easily built by any farmer handy Compound I began to improve and X
with tools, and should not cost over continued its use for six months. The
and hot
pains left me, the night-sweathree dollars- flashes grew less, and in one year I was
different woman. I know I have to
PROPER FEED FOR TURKEYS athank
you for my continuedfood health
ever since." Mrs. M. J. Browneli
When the Hen Begins to Set She Manston, Wis.
Should Be Provided With Corn snd
The success of Lydia E. Pinkbam'
and Whest and Fresh.Water.
Vegetable Compound, made from root
and herbs, is unparalleled in such cases.
(By C. M. SHULTZ.)
to
If you want special advice write to
When the turkey hen begins
sit,
she should be provided with a dish Lydia E. Pinkbam Medicine Co. (confof whole corn and wheat, given access idential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
to fresh water twice a day, and then be opened, read aad answered by a
must be left absolutely undisturbed. Woman, and held
strict eonfldeaee
In order to get the best results, each
turkey hen should have an individual
pen where she can sit and eat and
drink without being compelled to go
out into the yard with the other birds,
or be disturbed in any way.
Kin times in ten when the liver If
If she Is to be disturbed at all, It right the stomach and bowels are right
is only to give her a thorough dusting CARTER S LITTLE
with insect powder two or three times LIVER PILLS
during the sitting period, which cov- gently but firmly corner
ers from 27 to 30 days. During this pel a lazy liver to
I CARTERS
time the turkey hen sits very quietly, do its duty.
ITTLE
Cures Con
sometimes refusing to leave .the nest
IVER
In
stipation,
36
or
to
food
hours
at a time
for
get
PILLS.
digestion,
water. She should never be urged to
Sick
leave the nest for this purpose or any Headache).
other, but food and water should al- and DutMse After Eating.
ways be within ber reach at all times. SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE,
She knows best what she wants, and
Genuine must bear Signature
when she wants it.

MB
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-

i

Make the Liver
Do its Duty

s

Incubator Msy Bs Put to Good Uss CULLING THE POULTRY FLOCK
When Not Wanted for Hatching
Eggs Uss False Trsy.
Hens Over Two or Three Years of
Age, Bsdly Shaped Birds and Poor
the
use
While not in
for hatching,
Layers Are Unprofitable.
machine may be used for testing seed
by making a false tray of light wood (By PROF. J. O. HALPIN. Wisconsin
which is filled with sand. The seed
College of Agriculture.)
The poultry flock should be culled
should be placed tn the sand, covered
and kept moist. Keep the tempera- during early summer, so as to take
ture up to about 85 degrees, and the advantage of the comparatively good
seed will germinate in a short time. prices that prevail then. Hens over
Even when it is in use for hatch- two or three years old, the small
ing, seeds may be tested by placing hens, the badly shaped ones with
them between damp cloths in a plate, crow heads or crooked breasts, over-- j
Betting the plate under the egg tray fat hens, and hens known to be poor
in what is known as the chicken nurs- layers, should be sold. Not only will
the price be lower later In the season,
ery.
Plants thus germinated In sand may but the presence of these undesirable
be transplanted to the hotbed, not hens will reduce the efficiency of the
only testing the seed for vitality, but entire flock. Then, after the flock has
been culled, all the remaining bens
utilizing those so tested.
should be given leg bands or otherwise marked so that they may later
Dont Destroy Roots.
The roots of a plant spread out far- be distinguished from the pullets.
ther than its leaves or blades do. In
Utilize Msnure Crops.
the corn and cotton field they meet
The ideal way to utilize crops grown
and Interlap. These roots am essen
tial to plant growth, and should not be for manuring is to feed them to stock
cut off or Injured. This Is ths reason and to return the manure to the soil,
for shallow cultivation. This makes thus securing their full feeding value
s
s
to
a mulch and holds moisture but does and from
of the original fertiliser value.
not Injurs the roots.
two-third-

r

Why Suffer Frcnllicdtches.

Neuralgia, Rheostlsia
Boot's Lightning Oil quickly relieves
the pain. The Hurting and Aching stop
almost instantly. A truly wonderful remedy
for those who suffer. It is astonishing how
the pain fades away the moment Hunt'
Lirihtnlnd Oil comes in contact with it
So many people are praising it, that you
can no longer doubt For Cuts, Burns,
Braises and Sprains it is simply fine. All
dealers sell Bent's Lldhtalnd OH in
as and 50 cent bottles or by' mail from

three-fourth-

A. B.

tkimii

Rlebirds Uedlolae Co.

Tiiat

1
SAN JON. NEW MEXICO.
fASTY MENUS OF FISH
INIXPKNtlVI,

ANO AWITIZINO
FOR A CHANOL

Flsh Salad Two pounds steak fish
or can tun fish, one-hacup French
d resting, one-hacup mayonnaise,
one cup finely cut celery, two cape
finely eut endive or red cabbage, one
teaspoon chopped parsley.
Boll the fish, remove the skin and
pone from the fish and flake. Line
plat with lettuce, place the fish In
center and make a border of the endive or red cabbage; pour over the
French dressing; cover the top of fish
with celery, then with the mayonnaise; sprinkle with the chopped
parsley. If you use tuna flan, remove
from can and flake.
This amount Is enough for six portions.
Cost Fish, 25 cents; dressing and
mayonnaise, ten cents; celery, three
cents; cabbage, three cents; lettuce,
three cents, total, 44 cents.
Fish a la Creole Three pounds flsh
(trout or blue flsh), two cups tomaf
toes,
cup cut onion, one teateaspoon whit
spoon salt,
teaspoon Worcesterpepper, one-hashire sauce, six cloves, six allspices,
bayleaf, small piece mace, one tablespoon flour.
Scale, remove the head, tall and
backbone from flsh. Brush pan with
drippings, put the flsh on, skin side
down; pour over the sauce and bake
in hot oven.
Sauce Put one tablespoon - drippings and the onions into pan, fry,
do not brown; then add the tomatoes,
and boll Ave minutes; add the salt,
sauce and
pepper, Worcestershire
then set
boll
three
minutes;
splcee;
aside for ten minutes; add the flour,
fixed with a little cold water, boil
three minutes, strain over the flsh
and bake.
This is enough for six persons.
Cost Flsh, Z8 cents; tomatoes, flv
cents; onion, one cent; seasoning,
three cents. Total, 37 cents.
Weak, blue or steak flsh of any
kind can be prepared in the above
manner; if steak flsh, wipe the flsh
and lay in
pan.
Deviled flsh with savory rice One-an- d
one-hal- f
pounds steak flsh or haddock; one cup cream sauce; on teatwo
sauce;
spoon Worcestershire
tablespoons grated onion; two tablespoons chopped parsley; one teaspoon
teaspoon paprika; one
salt;
teaspoon bacon drippings; one-hal- f
cup bread crumbs.
Scale the flsh and boil 20 minutes;
drain when cold, remove all skin and
bone. Put the flake in bowl, add the
cream sauce, onion, parsley, salt,
paprika, and Worcestershire sauce;
mix very lightly, so as not to break
the flsh. Brush small turk's bead or
bowl with drippings; fill with the flsh
and cover with the bread crumbs;
bake in moderate oven 30 minutes, remove to center of platter or chop
plate. Put the savory rice around the
edge and in center; garnish with
sprigs of parsley.
Savory Rice One cup rice; two
cup finely
cups tomatoes; one-hal- f
cut onion; two tablespoons chopped
one teaspoon drippings;
parsley;
one teaspoon salt; one teaspoon
h
teaspoon paprika;
sugar;
one-haWorcestershire
teaspoon
sauce.
Put the onion and drippings into
pan, fry until the onion is tender, add
the strained tomatoes, salt, paprika,
Worcestershire sauce and rice, which
has been washed, boiled, drained and
blanched; stir until rice is hot; add
parsley.
This Is enough for six persons.
Cost Flsh, 21 cents; sauce, five
cents; seasoning for flsh, three cents;
rice, six cents; tomatoes, five cents;,
seasoning, tour cents; total, 44 cents.
lf
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Pint iff Purity
Flnt ee Lcinimy
and for these reseats

Calumet Baking

Powder is first In the
bearti of the millions
of housewives who
use it and know it.
EUIVD HKHEST AWAMU

if iAT7 nmrnn fiii

one-hal-

one-eight- h
lf
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well-greas-

MAN THEY WERE LOOKING FOR
Good to Youngster
Eager for the Dellghta of the
Moving Picture Theater.

Fortune Wat

"Going lnr
excitedly.
Hie question was put to the elderly
Behind the boy came
pedestrian,
other boys,' all peering eagerly into
the pedestrian's puzzled face.
They hung to his footsteps until he
found himself, a little further on, in
the midst of a numerous crowd of
youngsters. Each boy clamored tor
the pedestrian to accept a five-cepiece.
"What is all this?" demanded the
pedestrian sharply.
"We are too young to go in alone,"
volunteered a ready spokesman. "If
you will buy our tickets for us we can
so in with you."
Then came a sudden light and the
old man smiled broadly. He went to
the ticket window of an adjacent
moving-pictur- e
theater, where he
paused to count faces.
"Nine tickets," he said.
"There Is a law againBt children,"
objected the ticket man. "Are those
little people with you?"
"They are," declared the old man.
"Come on, boys going in?"
queried the small boy

i

It's easy to be happy; all

you have

to do is be foolish.

A Sure
Favorite

factory cooks them
perfectly, toasts them to a
The

golden-brow-

and

n,

sends them to your table

ready to eat direct from the
sealed package.
Fresh, crisp, easy
and

to serve,

Wonderfully
Appetizing
Ask any grocer

Post
Toasties

one-fourt-

lf

Tomato Puree.
One can tomatoes, one sprig parsley,
one stick celery, four peppercorns,
one-habay leaf, blade of maoe, one
h
teaspoon sugar, half teaspoon salt,
teaspoon soda; simmer half
hour. Have ready all cooked together
one tablespoon onion chopped, one
tablespoon butter, one of flour, blend
thoroughly together with one pint of
hot beef stock. Strain the tomato
puree, then add to stock, serve in cups.
Can be prepared several hours before
needed, reheated when to be served.
one-fourt-

Post
Toasties
delicate,

one-fourt-

lf

saves the housewife much thank-lea- s
cooking

Chopped Col

FEIBI
IS

Eating Leas Meat Would Alee Tens)
te Improve the Health ef the Family Mtrt Is Wide Variety
to Cheese From.

First in

SES

8lav.

small cabbage chopped fine.
Take half a cup of vinegar, half a cup
of water, butter size of an English
d
of a cup of sugar,
walnut,
one teaspoon of mustard wet with
water, half teaspoon pepper and salt
to taste. Scald all these together in a
dish placed in hot water. When hot
add a beaten egg. Do not boll; when
Just at boiling point pour it over the
cold chopped cabbage. Keep In a cold
plmce till wanted.
One

It Indicates

ul
lf

one-hal-

If Sealed in a Bottle it coul&rt
bs more Duot Proof, Dirt
Proof, Impurity
Proof!

Iftl
and

Fresh Hopes

Renewed Buoyancy of

Spirit
How wonderfully tight the spring
t
for the countryside grips
one I
Spring fever, with all of Its health-fulnesis the harbinger of fresh
hopes and a buoyancy of spirit.
I noticed a passenger on a Detroit-Chicag- o
train the other day who had
started out on his trip with the evident intention of becoming deeply
taken with one of the best sellers,
that he might shorten the trip between
the two cities. You have done the
same thing yourself.
But his book bad been cast aside.
He had read only a few pages. His
interest In it had lagged.
From the car windows he was counting the fields now bared of snow. The
ditches were carrying away the water
and the still less sluggish creeks were
now streams bearing the overflow to
the rivers. The farmer.ln his ehlrt
sleeves, was repairing the fences after
the winter drifts; the cattle showing
proof of a winter's stabling and now
heading here and there toward the
meadows, seeking the
patches of grass; the farm help, in
field and stubble, was putting into
repair this and that necessary feature, here looking after his plow and
there his harrow, and on all sides were
scenes which reminded the traveler
that spring was here, at last!
As the train sped onward and
glimpses of the painter as he worked
on the weather-beatebuildings were
revealed, the interest of the tourist
was aroused and, when I asked him
the reason, he answered: "Spring is
here and I feel its blood flowing!"
The truth was, that like many
others, he was planning the work he
was to do the coming summer. He
was going out to the farm his farm
In Western Canada. He had his wells
to dig, his horses to get Into shape,
his grain Implements to fix up, his
seed grain to prepare, and other details for the land that was ready to
receive it. His was what might be
termed an "unrest" to get to the
farm!
Thousands in Western Canada today are making the preparations that
this Interested man contemplated.
Their summer fallows are ready for
the wheat, their spring plowing Is
being attended to, fences are being
rebuilt or being put Into repair; indeed, the entire country is one great
hive of industry.
Railroads are In readiness to take
care of a great rush of settlers, those
charged with the reception of whom
are prepared to extend every coup
tesy and thus meet the rush with
judgment and without the least friction. Thus, the enjoyment of the
opening of spring is fully met
At many of the stations throughout
many of the middle western states,
trains of settlers' effects are in readiness to move to Western Canada. Not
only in these states are scenes of this
kind to be witnessed, but, also, on
either coast and throughout the eastern states there is the same activity
among those going to Western Canada this spring. The crops have been
heavy and all reports are that the
winter was enjoyable; aleo, that the
prospects for a satisfactory year were
never better. There is plenty of land
yet to be had by homesteading or otherwise. Adapted, as Western Canada
is, to small grain farming, it is especially adapted to cattle raising and
many of the farmers are placing small
and large herds, as their individual
means will permit
The illustrated literature sent out
by the Canadian government agents
tells the truth clearly and the inquirer
should send for a copy and if you be
one of those who has an ambitious
interest you may be the gainer by
a perusal of such information-strai- ght,
cold facts in themselves.
Advertisement
wander-lus-

s,

new-gree-

n

water even the air. Everything undesirable is kept completely away from the
Iresh pure benenciai dainty msiae.
So give constant and delicious aid to
your teeth, digestion, breath ana
appetite witn the gum witn
the "Seal of runty."
keeps out dampness

n

Nap In a Nutshell.
Marks Are you reading this new
history of the Napoleonic tragedy
that's being printed?
Parks No. To me the tragedy of
Napoleon may be summed up in two
lines. The divorce of Josephine was
the prelude: Elba the interlude, and
his last battle the Waterlooed.

-
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has been kept ringing for a century.
A tax Is levied In the district for
paying relays of ringers to work incessantly day and night
Ten smiles for s nicltel. Always buy Red
Cross Ball Blue; have beautiful clear white
clothes. Adv.

When our own fingers close on
graft it generally feels like a reward
of

merit

at

.

mm

BUY IT
BY THE BOX
'for 85 cents at most dealers.
Each box contains twenty 5 cent
packages. They stay fresh until used.

Chew it after every meal
Be SURE it's clean, pure,
healthful WRIGLEY'S.

Look for the spear,

Wasted Effort .
a charming society girl,
summer in trying
the
entire
bad
spent
FinThirsty Tourists Inclined to Be
to elevate the simple country people
Ireland
Visit
During
8hould
icky
with whom she was boarding. When
the Winter Months.
she was about to leave, she said:
"Goodby, Mr. Ingersoll, I hope my
Two New York men were touring
here hasn't been entirely withvisit
Ireland last summer by automobile. out
results."
good
On a hot July afternoon they came
"Sartln not," replied the old farmer,
went
into
to an inn. Stopping, they
learnt a heap since you first
peasant girl "you've
the bar. A
heck! you was about
was the barmaid. The travelers or- come; but, byone we ever had on our
the
greenest
served
dered Irish and soda. The girl
hands." National Monthly.
them and went on with her InterOne
bar.
the
of
work
wiping
rupted
At Campaign Headquarters.
of the men tasted his drink and found
Campaign Manager What's become
it tepid.
d
literature?
of all this
"I say, my girl,"' he said, "won't
Clerk It's gone to seed.
Campaign
you please put some ice in these
drinks?"
Constipation causes and aggravates many
Her mouth went wide open and the serious diseases. It is thoroughly cured by
.
mid-airDr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets. The favorite
mopping cloth was poised In
laxative. Adv.
Amaze held her silent for a moment family
a
Then she found tongue in hurry.
Some women believe that husband-les- s
ever
"Ice, is it? And who the
marriages would be tar more
heard of ice in July?"
Whereupon she fell to polishing
'
again.
UNREASONABLE THING TO ASK

Miss Dixon,

d

DEFIANCE STARCH
is constantly growing in favor bscsiss it

Does Not Stick to the Iron

and it will not injure the finest fabric. For
laundrv purposes it ass so eqsai 16 ss
more starch for sane i
BsdugelOc
DEFIANCE STARCH CO,
1- -3

Soda Fountain

Bod Fountain : Ws hers made up ready toe
prompt shipment , 8, 10, 13 and 80 ft. frost
system, pomp servioe outfits, new and slightly
nsed, at a big saving la price on easy monthly
payments. Tbt Groaman Co loe, Dallas, Tex.
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PARKER'S

HAIR BALSAM
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Canal Comment.
"Charley dear," said young Mrs.
"they are having a great deal of
agitation ' about the big canal, aren't
they?"
"Yes."
"Don't you know, I sometimes think
it might have been better if we had
been content with the
canals where all the talking was done
by the man who was driving the
mule."

Weaa
us Onr ?mi Eta mi
ntn;mh oxdlitrleta.
mgm) iot umgwa wm
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11 mm
thalr
aeha4
utuir
of lllnc xparUoo wo aa Mb rom A BIG
orvsa. Writ iBMdlatalr for mrIuit. Ai
$3.00 A DAY

Boom US), Gnat lonfeam BiUSlss, Ohlsato, IU

W. N. U., Oklahoma City, No.
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At the Auction.
"
Stranger May I bid?
Auctioneer Certainly, sir.
Stranger Then I bid yon good day.

Common sense can prove an alibi
In most cases.

Tho Old

Stendsrd

Grovc'c faatoloco
chill Tones
i

Gsnerat Stngtisaleg Toale,
Is Equally Yaloabla is
Liver, Drim Oat Malaria. Eirlckes tba Blooi asl

Bssxt

It

Art

Mil Hi tta KfcU

If Your

fL
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is ftuttsainsj or weak,

utt

ti j

tX

Too know what yon are taking when yon take Grove's Tasteless ehfil TonJo,
the formula is printed on. every label, showing that it eontains th w
tonic properties of QUININE and IBON. It has no equal tor Malaria,
Fiver. Weakness. General Debilitraad Lest of Appetite. Gives lite sa
True Toaio sad fts AfptiswJ
Nursing Mothers and Pale, 8iekly Children.
Pot grown people and ottfd
sstalt. tCy

!U..
wmi mvm m ft was
riTL

15-19-14.

Tatzb Gpovo'q
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Wrong Label.
Grocery Clerk What is it, auntie?
Colored Aunty Missus sent me for
two cans of medicated milk.

Putnam Fadeless Dyes are the
brightest and fastest Adv.

fru
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Vhcnovcr Ycu Hzzd a Oescrei TczZj

Tor-kin-

Bell Never Stops Tolling.
A bell In a temple in North China

one-thir-

Entire Wheat Bread.
Three cupfuls of entire wheat flour,
two cupfuls of white flour, one
of salt; sift Dissolve one-hayeast cake in half a cupful of
warm water; heat one pint of milk
and melt into it one large tablespoon- ful of shortening, then add the yeast.
and two tablespoonfuls of molasses
In milk. Mix all together and let It
rise over night in a warm place, then
f
knead, form loaves, let rise
hour and bake.
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Office tel.
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Have ManyBargains Yet
In Shoes

Shari
- F. Ward.
Probate Clerk D. J. Finnegan.
Treasurer Lee G. Pearson.
h. Mcelroy
Probate Judge I. D. Cutlip.
Attorn ey at Law
As9sor -- I. I. Brisrop.
General
Practice. Member nf
Mr.
Superintendent of Schools
Bar of Supreme Court of United
r.. racic.
Surveyor Orville Smith.
States, State Courts and United
States Land Office.
Commissioners
I-

harry

1

J

I.

Many Good Ones Going
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Wholesale Prices.

First District W. B. Rector.
Second District Fred Walther.
Third District T. C. Collins.
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editor and manager. Eye,
Ear, Nose &

Coumty

I

E N T I N K L

Practice LiMiTinrn

J. T. Whits,
A. F. White

I

S

Dr. W. LEMINQ.

'ieattoa.
(

MEXICO,

'Bass

Dr. B. F. HERRING.
HERRING
buii.di.vo

Subscription one dollar per year, rUCUMCABI.
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U. S. Commissioner.
.

R. C. Mundell, Justice of Peace. San Jon,
L. C. Martin,
Constable

NEW GOODS ARE CONSTANTLY
ARRIVING,

New Mexico.

.

Register
Receiver

R. A. Prentice.
N. V. Gallegos.

The W.

We are
Showing Some Splendid Values in Dress

0. W, meets each sec

ond and fourth
Saturday.

Visitng
The first farmers cooperative soverigns welcomed.
J. A. Atkins. C. C
laundry in the United States is
C L.Oweii, Clerk.
now in successful operation at
Save Your
Chatneld Minnesota, where it is do
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH.
ing much to eliminate for the over
worked farm WOmail the terrnrc nf
"
"blue Monday. "Outfield is only
pJn ' Qm ' New Mexico'
Massegee Pastor.
a small village and the laund.y's
patrons are almost entirety obtain- Preachibg every fourth Sunday
ea irom me ooen country around. ai 11 octock a. m.
Coarse clothing of all sorts, over- Prayer service, 8 oclock p m
alls, rugs, bed clothing, and fine A11 Christians especially invited
fabrics as well are handled at a to thl's prayer service for the
good
uuuorm price oi 5 cents a pound 01 ine community
for washing and ironing. An ex- Service at 2 oclock (slow
time)
ira cnarge is made lor such articles 00 Saturday before the fourth
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
as need to be lorned by hand.
Sunday. Everybody invited.
013261.
matrons received a dividend of
Sunday School each Sabbath at
Departement of the interior. U. S.
m ana siocxnoiaera 0 per 10 oclock a. m,
Kct
Land Office at Tucumcari, n. M.
ceni additional. ! The success of
J. D. Griffiths, Supt. March 14, li4.
innovation will, it is said, prove
R. Hurt, Sec. M.Notice is hereby given that Kobert
most encouraging to rural workers
Home, Jr., of Bard Citv. New Mev.

6oods,Ladies Hats, and Oxfords, of all Kinds.

v
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Cash Receipts mid Get Some of the
.

I

SAN

JON

Valuable Premiums We are
Giving Our Customers.

MERCANTILE

I

COMPANY.
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WOULD BE RICH, TRIP.

A

Well we thought we had struck it
QUARTERLY CONFER ENTP '
My home is in the "Sunshine rich, so we staked it our, and as
..A
AT HAIO
State". I live eitrht mill's enmh this was New Years Day we named
of San Jon, twenty seven miles it the Nev Year"
mine.
Then Will de held May yth and 10th.
south east of Tucumcari,
and we wrote out our papers and sent
. rr
.
You are
1
ninety miles south west of Amaril- - . 11 tin 10
cordially invited to at- iciimrari
, lv
wave iiiirrn
.v.
who, on March 25. IqIO. mado Addi.
undine
10.
everywhere.
Unr
house
recorded.
and bnsiness.- preaching
located
about
tional Homestead Entry, no. 01320r.
is,
'
METHODIST CHURCH
for SEr-- 4 of Section 20, Townshlu o one hundred and fifty yards from
We did our assaying work of ?CfiS,..n f the Quarterly Conference
Weekly News Letter U. S. Dpt.
DIRECTORY
13 ChnrKe that
of Agriculrure.
Kaiige 35E, n M. P. Meridian, lias til the Guadulupe
wi" '"eet at
or digging a shaft ten feet deeo four! ?r
mountains,
d notice of intention to make linal what the
Bard
on tbe above datp
foot
Mexicans call "brakes".
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
wide, or one hundred dollars
three year proof, to establish claim
J reacl"nK
The mountains are very pretty worth of work. This we harl (n
Preaching on the First
by Rev. Geo. H. Giv- nA
014405
omm
to the land above described, befora
1
an
Third
and
resid''ng Elder, Saturday naht
Sunday, morning and eve- - Jcfse T. White, L'. S. Conimissioner.
it is said that there are valua do every six months,
Department of the interior TJ. S
Land Office at Tucuuicari. N. M. ning, by the pastor.
at. Sun Jon, New Mexico, 011 the 28U. ble minerals in them.
ofthe'ore to "Bnrlingame Co."
Su.nday corning at 11 o'clock.
In connection with the
May 2, 1914.
or April, 1914.
experienced miner was staying Denver Colorado and then settled I':'iow,,,K the Sunday morning
morning 'lay
Koticc is hereby given that William service on th Vira
with
Claimant,
names
as
us when gold and silver was down for a millionaires life. S"mn wi" ,)e the communion
witnesses:
wiunurtVS Will
.
int....,J.. .
W. G. Ashbrook. W. H. Uakcr buth of found in
the Lord's SuPPr and aCollec- Jon' N,M- - wh0- - on De the Ccmmunion of the
"Grape Vine Canyon" Well when the papers came back-Lord'.; Hard
Junel, 1811, made Original Hd. Entry Supper and &
City, now Mexico, and ira (named so on
,
tion
,or the Missionary wnrl-- an
Collectlon
it
was
found to be "ryrites" of!
account of so many
the Stemrilo, E. I). Iteed botli of San
No, 0U4& for Lots 2, 3, and 4, Sec. 4,
Jon
wild
or
'
,ne Por. will he takent
grape vines growing there) iron t.or commonly called fool's
now Mexico.
andLotI,ofSec.5.T.9N.,andAdd'l.
Un the Thl'rd Sunday at
about two miles west of us.
Entry No. 016234, made July 2, 1913
R. A. Prentice. Rejrisfw
Then and there all my
either
3.3;)
lousiness session of the Confer- goldj
for Etf SWX and
He said if th;re was gold and fond hopes vanished and instead pnm ivlll I...
SEi of Section service you will place in the small
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
"
uc "e'aj at. 3 o'clock in the to
Kang8 33E'N' envelPe what offering you are
silver
in
of
the
mountain
't,T0Sh,p,ON'
a
it
and
could
being
millionaires
012674
M.
015271
daughter "tternoon.
Meridian, has filed notice of in- .
Lli
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